I. INTRODUCTION

T HE OPTIMIZATION goals of traffic engineering are to enhance the performance of Internet protocol (IP) traffic while utilizing network resources economically. In this paper, our focus is on optimizing open shortest path first (OSPF) or intermediate system-intermediate system (IS-IS) traffic routing so as to make more efficient use of network resources in scenarios of changes to traffic and networks.
Shortest path first (SPF) protocols such as OSPF [23] or IS-IS [8] are the most commonly used intradomain Internet routing protocols today. Traffic is routed along shortest paths to the destination. The weights of the links, and thereby the shortest path routes, can be changed by the network operator. A simple default weight setting suggested by Cisco [11] is to make the weight of a link inversely proportional to its capacity. As an alternative to OSPF/IS-IS, the more flexible multiprotocol label switching (MPLS) protocol has been suggested [5] , [25] . MPLS is not yet widely deployed, but in principle, it would allow arbitrary routing in networks.
Our general objective in this paper is to route demands through an OSPF/IS-IS based network so as to avoid congestion in terms of link loads exceeding capacities with resulting packet loss and back off in TCP.
In the context of a fixed network with a fixed known demand matrix this problem has already been addressed experimentally in [20] with real and synthetic data, showing that we can find weight settings supporting 50%-110% more demands Manuscript received March 8, 2001 ; revised December 20, 2001 . The work of B. Fortz was supported by the AT&T Research Prize 1997.
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than Cisco's defaults inverse-capacity-weights, and get within a few percent of the best possible with general routing, including MPLS. Similar positive findings have been reported in [6] , [14] , [21] , and [24] . Here, the demand matrix could be based on concrete measurements, as described in [17] (see also [10] and [12] ), but could also be based on concrete service level agreements (SLAs). However, as stipulated in [3] , demand matrices and networks change. The obvious idea for dealing with change is to just reset the weights using the above mentioned techniques. However, as we shall see shortly, there are several reasons why one should avoid weight changes as much as possible. Our target in this paper is to match the above mentioned improvements for fixed networks and demand matrices in scenarios of changing networks and demand matrices, changing as few weights as possible.
Why Weight Changes are Bad: There are multiple reasons why weight changes are to be avoided as much as possible. First we note that even a single weight change is disruptive for a network. The weight change has to be flooded in the network. As the routers learn about the change, they recompute their shortest paths to update their routing tables, and it may take seconds before all routers agree on the new shortest paths. Meanwhile, packets may arrive out of order, degrading the performance of TCP. Obviously, the more weight changes we try to flood simultaneously, the more chaos we introduce in the network with packets being sent back and forth between routers with very diverging pictures of the weights and shortest paths in the network.
A quite different problem with many weight changes is that a human network operator oversees the configuration of weights and is making sure that the resulting routing is well behaved, making sure that a diverse set of requirements is satisfied. These requirements may be very specific to the network, and may never be explicitly formulated until the network operator sees a concrete problem. In contrast, we are developing a generic tool for reducing congestion in arbitrary networks according to a specific mathematical formulation of congestion. Indeed, congestion is important, but our tool can only act as a decision support system over which the human operator has full control. If the tool suggests a few congestion reducing weight changes, the operator has a chance of checking that these are consistent with other requirements, but if we suggest too many changes, he is less likely to be able to endorse them.
In fact, our tool allows the operator to limit the range of different weights. If he does not approve of suggested weight changes, he can limit the ranges, thus, forcing the tool to come up with new suggestions. This kind of interactive play is only 0733-8716/02$17.00 © 2002 IEEE meaningful if the number of weight changes is so limited that a human can comprehend them. We note that limiting the range of weights is technically trivial, and it will not be discussed further in this paper.
Good Performance With Few Weight Changes: Motivated by the problems in changing weights, our first contribution is a technique for optimizing weights, changing as few weights as possible.
The technique was applied to a real weight setting of the AT&T IP backbone, and it was found that increasing a single weight from 1024 to 1025 reduced the max-utilization by 8%. Here, the utilization of a link is the ratio of its load over its capacity, so utilization above 100% means an overloaded link. The max-utilization is the maximum utilization over all links in the network. Thus, from the perspective of max-utilization, the weight change was worth an 8% increase in link capacities. Checking the impact of a single weight change is relatively easy, and executing it is much cheaper than buying and installing new links with higher capacity.
Our technique was also tried on the experimental networks from [20] , including a proposed AT&T IP backbone as well as the synthetic two-level graphs of Zegura et al. [9] , [29] , [30] .
Here it was found that if we started with Cisco's suggested default link weights inversely proportional to link capacities, using at most ten weight changes, we could support around 50% more demands, achieving about 2/3 of the gains reported in [20] with a complete change of all weights.
Of particular interest, we considered the problem of reestablishing performance after a local change such as a link failure or a new hot spot. That is, our starting point was a set of weights optimized for a network with a given demand matrix. We then simulated all possible single link failures and hot spots, and discovered that even in the worst cases, three weight changes sufficed to get within a few percent of the best possible with a complete dynamic change of all weights.
We note that improved routing may cause TCP to send packets more aggressively, thus, changing the demand matrix. Allowing TCP to send more traffic thanks to less loaded links and packet loss is in itself considered positive, and here we ignore the more complicated interaction. We note, however, that we in response to demand changes from TCP could apply the weight changes iteratively.
Periodic Daily Changes: Even on a daily basis there are large structural differences between day and evening traffic. However, this pattern is relatively similar for different days, that is, the traffic undergoes quite predicted periodic changes on a daily basis [17] , [18] .
The most obvious idea for dealing with daily changes would be to use the above techniques to adapt the weights to the changes. However, even a few daily weight changes are best avoided.
We propose here to seek one weight setting that is good for all the typical periodic changes happening during a day. To deal with periodic changes, we suggest optimizing the weight setting based on a few representative demand matrices, such as one day and one evening matrix. Our basic idea is that if one set of weights works well for some representative demand matrices, it works as well for all demand matrices dominated ( in each entry) by convex combinations of these representative demand matrices, thus, allowing us to cover an infinite space of demand matrices rather than just a few singular points. This combined with general robustness to noise gives us a chance of addressing all the periodic changes happening throughout a day.
For our test instances, we succeeded in finding single weight settings for pairs of structurally different demand matrices that simultaneously for each individual demand matrix gave routing close to the optimum for general routing (including MPLS) for that demand matrix. That is, our fixed weight setting is competitive with ideal dynamic routing with unlimited power to adapt independently to each demand matrix.
This finding is somewhat surprising in that it is easy to construct pairs of demand matrices so that however we fix the routing, even with MPLS, it is going to be bad for at least one of the demand matrices.
Our successful optimization over multiple demand matrices is also interesting for differentiated services with quality-of-service (QoS) constraints. Here, we want to find one weight setting that on the one hand satisfies certain performance guarantees for high priority customers, and on the other hand gives good best effort service for the general traffic. Having one demand matrix for the high priority customers and another for the regular traffic, we can apply the above mentioned techniques.
Summary of Contribution: This is the first paper addressing the problem of finding good weight settings for OSPF/IS-IS without the freedom to change all weights. We believe that respecting the problem in changing weights takes us from a nice classical style combinatorial optimization problem to something of true practical relevance.
Our technique for tuning a weight setting with as few weight changes as possible is a novel general adaptation of the classical local search approach of combinatorial optimization [1] , and we expect it to find many other applications in areas where parameter changes are undesirable. From a programming perspective, the adaptation had the advantage that we could largely reuse our previous local search code for a good setting of all weights [20] .
Concerning periodic changes, our main new idea is not to do the obvious thing of precomputing weight changes for a transition between, say, day and evening, but to strive for one weight setting good for the whole day.
The value of our techniques is demonstrated experimentally on synthetic and real networks, showing that we can improve significantly over standard default weight settings, and in fact get close to the best dynamic routing with the more general MPLS scheme. As pointed out in [4] , [19] , and [20] , it is trivial to construct networks and demand matrices for which the best OSPF/IS-IS routing is worse than the best MPLS routing. Also, in this paper, we present a negative example with two demand matrices that do not have a good common routing, even with MPLS. Thus, our positive results cannot be achieved in general, but they indicate that the negative examples are unlikely to dominate in real networks.
In combination, our techniques provide an efficient tool for OSPF/IS-IS traffic management in a changing world. It is now an integrated part of AT&Ts NetScope/Bravo traffic engineering tool for IP networks [16] . Note that our work may also be applicable to MPLS traffic engineering when label-switched paths or tunnels become logical links with weights like the physical links in OSPF/IS-IS.
Contents: First, in Section II, we define our exact model and objectives. Next, in Section III, we present our technique for optimizing with few weight changes. In Section IV, this technique is applied in connection with link failures and hot spots. Then, in Section V, we describe and evaluate our approach with multiple demand matrices. Finally, we have some concluding remarks in Section VI.
II. MODELS AND EXPERIMENTAL TEST-BED
This section presents the basic framework from [20] used to evaluate weight settings for a given network and demand matrix. Whereas [20] kept the network and demand matrix fixed, we are going to show how to deal with changes in the subsequent sections. The original presentation of the framework from [20] was rather short, and here we provide much more motivating discussions and background.
A. The General Routing Problem
Optimizing the use of existing network resources can be seen as a general routing problem defined as follows. We are given directed graph , , whose nodes and arcs represent routers and the links between them, arc capacities , and a demand matrix that, for each pair of nodes, tells us how much traffic flow we need to send from to . We refer to and as the source and the destination of the demand. Many of the entries of may be zero, and in particular, should be zero if there is no path from to in . A routing solution specifies for each source-destination pair how the demanded traffic should flow in the network. The load on an arc is then the total traffic flow through the arc, including the contributions from each source-destination pair.
In the left side of Fig. 1 is a concrete example of a network in which each of the nodes , , , and demands a flow of 1 to . In the displayed routing solution, the flows just follow shortest paths to the destination, and thereby a load of three is accumulated on link , whereas, all other links have loads zero or one. The table on the right will be discussed in the next subsection.
For real instances of the problem, additional complicating constraints such as nodes forbidden for transit traffic or point-tomultipoint demands arise [17] . These kind of constraints can be integrated by modifying the graph including artificial links, but these constraints do not affect the methods and results presented here and are left out for the sake of clarity.
So far, we have been rather vague about our objective of "avoiding overloaded arcs," and we will now define some more exact objectives. Recall that the utilization of an arc is the load divided by the capacity, i.e.,
, and a link is overloaded if the utilization exceeds 100%. The max-utilization is the maximum utilization over all links. Thus, if all links in Fig. 1 had capacity 2, the max-utilization would be 3/2 150%.
Minimizing the max-utilization as in [21] is a natural and intuitive objective for routing. In our example, we can reduce the max-utilization to one by sending the traffic from via and to instead of via . We note that there may be some links for which we are particularly concerned about high utilization, but we can just view such links as having a reduced capacity. We will consider the max-utilization in this paper, but it suffers from allowing a single bottle-neck, e.g., an ingress link from another domain over which we have no control, to dominate the whole picture. Also, it does not penalize using very long detours. To get a measurement considering the whole network, we consider cost functions of the form summing a cost from each arc depending on the relation between the load and the capacity . In [24] , they use a queuing theory style link cost function . With this function, it is more expensive to send flow along arcs whose loads approach capacity, which is what we want. However, the function does not deal with overloaded links, and in reality, a single overloaded link does not take down a whole network. To overcome this problem, we resorted to a piece-wise linear approximation of , defined with heavy penalty for overloaded links. More precisely, for some fixed capacity , we define as the continuous function with and derivative in the load of for for for for for for
(1) The arc cost function is illustrated in Fig. 2 . Generally, it is cheap to send flow over an arc with a small utilization . The cost increases progressively as the utilization approaches 100%, and explodes when we go above 110%.
Because of the explosive increase in cost as loads exceed capacities, our objective typically implies that we keep the maxutilization below 1, or at least below 1.1, if at all possible.
The objective function was chosen on the basis of discussions on costs with people close to the AT&T IP backbone. The exact coefficients are not important. We tried many variations and found that this did not change the quality of our results. Also, it had no substantial impact to use a smoother objective function with smaller segments. More importantly, the routing solutions found were very robust to changes in the objective function. In particular, when optimizing routings for , our solutions tended to also do very well with respect to max-utilization.
The piece-wise linearity of our cost function has the advantage that using a linear programming (LP) solver, we can find the optimal solution to the general routing problem with no limitations to how we can distribute the flow between the paths. We can then compare ourselves against this unrealistic ideal to see how competitive we are with any other approach, including MPLS.
A problem in the current formulation of is that it does not provide a universal measure of congestion. With the max-utilization, it is clear for any routing in any network that we have a problem if it exceeds 100%, and we would like a similar universal cutoff for our summed link costs. To achieve this, we use a normalized cost function 1 where is the cost we would have had if all flow was sent along hop-count shortest paths and the capacities matched the loads. When capacities match loads, we pay per unit load over a link, so if is the hop-count distance between and ,
. Note that for a given network and demand matrix, the division by does not affect which routings are considered good. Summing up, implies that we are performing as badly as if all flows where along hop-count shortest paths with loads matching the capacities. The same cost can, of course, also stem from some 1 The normalization from [20] was defined differently so that it was (1; 1) = 10 (2=3) times bigger. loads going above capacity and others going below, or by flows following longer detours via less utilized arcs. Nevertheless, it is natural to say that a routing congests a network if .
B. OSPF/IS-IS Routing
As mentioned earlier, this paper focuses on routing with OSPF [23] and IS-IS [8] , which are the most commonly used intradomain Internet routing protocols today. The network operator assigns a weight to each link, and shortest paths from each router to each destination are computed using these weights as lengths of the links. In each router, the next link on all shortest paths to all possible destinations is stored in a table, and a flow arriving at the router is sent to its destination by splitting the flow between the links that are on the shortest paths to the destination. The details of the splitting/tie-breaking depends on the configuration of the router. In this paper we assume a hash-based splitting, as used in the AT&T IP network: if a router has multiple outgoing links on shortest paths to a destination, packets are assigned an outgoing link based on a hash function of some information in their header. The hashing ascertains that packets from the same flow follow the same path, which is important for the packets to arrive in the order they were transmitted. The hash-based splitting generally results in a roughly even split, and for simplicity, in our analysis and simulations, we assume that the split is exactly even.
In [19] and [20] , it was found that Cisco's [11] suggested default of setting weights inversely proportional to the capacity was as good or better than setting all weights to one, or using physical distance. This justifies that inverse capacity is the only default weight setting that we compare ourselves against in the current paper.
C. The Need for Global Optimization
A naive approach to the problem of trying to improve a given routing by modifying only one or few weights would be to just increase the weight of overloaded links, thus, avoiding the need for sophisticated tools as presented in this paper. (Un)fortunately, such a strategy is often insufficient to provide the best results. To illustrate this, reconsider the network of Fig. 1 assuming that all capacities are two. Suppose that we want to send one unit of flow from , , and to . The table in Fig. 1 presents the loads resulting from three different weight settings. For units weights, we get a maximal load of three on link . If we wish to decrease this maximal load by increasing the weight of this heavily loaded link, the best solution is to set the weight to two. We then get that the flows coming from , and are split along the two possible paths, and the maximal load becomes 2.5 on link . If we instead look for the best change over all links, we easily see that setting the weight of link to three changes the routing for the flow from to , but not those from and to , and the maximal load in the network is thereby decreased to two, matching the capacity.
Note, that in this optimal solution, the shortest paths are unique, hence, that we made no use of the even splitting feature. Rather it just singles out part of the traffic from and redirects it. A similar pattern was found in many of the optimized weight settings from [20] . A somewhat similar finding is reported in [26] , where the authors, in a slightly different context, show that the best routing strategy usually is obtained with a limited number of different paths.
D. Test Instances
Our basic experimental networks and demand matrices are the same as in [19] and [20] . We have a proposed AT&T IP backbone with 90 nodes, 274 arcs and projected demands. Also, we have a synthetic two-level networks produced using the generator GT-ITM [29] , based on a model of Calvert, Bhattacharjee, Daor, and Zegura [9] , [30] . This model places nodes in a unit square, thus, getting a distance between each pair of nodes. These distances lead to random distribution of two-level graphs, with arcs divided in two classes: local access arcs and long distance arcs. Arc capacities were set equal to 200 for local access arcs and to 1000 for long distance arcs. Many networks were generated and tested, also including Waxman graphs [28] and random graphs, but for space reasons, we only present experiments over one two-level graph with 50 nodes and 148 arcs. Results for other networks are consistent with those reproduced here and follow the same patterns.
The above synthetic network model does not include a model for the demands. Inspired by classical entropy models for urban traffic [27] , we decided to model the demands as follows. For each node , we pick two random numbers , . Further, for each pair of nodes we pick a random number . Now, if the Euclidean distance ( ) between and is , the demand between and is
Here, is a parameter and is the largest Euclidean distance between any pair of nodes. Above, the and model that different nodes can be more or less active senders and receivers, thus, modeling hot spots on the net. Because we are multiplying three random variables, we have a quite large variation in the demands. The distance factor implies that we have relatively more demand between close pairs of nodes, yet the distance on its own never has an impact bigger than a factor … . In our experiments, we also tried not using the distance factor , and the results were essentially unchanged. This model-without the distance factor-has also been used in [13] for Internet traffic. They also consider voice and transaction data but with a large distance factor.
In our experiments, we generated one demand matrix for each network, then we scaled it (by multiplying each entry by a constant) at different levels to obtain different total demands. All our results are reported for these increasing total demands, which allows to measure, for a given routing, at which level of total demand congestion occurs for the given topology and demand pattern.
Our technique for few weight changes was also tested on the real AT&T IP backbone with its real weight setting and measured demands [17] .
Discussion of Test Instances:
We will now briefly discuss our choice of synthetic data. On the positive side, for the network model itself, it has already been established that it gives good approximations to real networks in many aspects [9] , [30] .
Further, the similarity in results found in [20] between the proposed AT&T IP backbone and our synthetic networks indicate that the model is reasonably faithful for our purpose.
On the negative side, it has recently been found that the degree distribution for IP networks has heavy tails [15] (we note that [15] actually considers the Internet as a whole, whereas, we are only considering a single domain), and similar findings have been found for the demands [17] , that is, we should have some nodes with very high degrees, and some very large demands. Our synthetic models do not provide such heavy tails.
Generating networks and demand matrices with heavy tails is in itself easy [2] . For the networks, one could even use some of the official networks available at [7] . However, in real networks, the heavy tails of the networks and demand matrices are highly dependent. Generally, heavy tails means structure. High degree nodes are placed at strategic positions relative to the structure of the expected demand matrix. Indeed, we have found that AT&Ts network performs very poorly on a random demand matrix. A random heavy tail demand matrix placing a large demand in, say, Alaska, would be even worse. Thus, networks and demand matrices with heavy tails have to be tailored to each other to be realistic. So far, there is no established model for such tailored combination, and tailoring the input data ourselves would make our results less convincing.
The advantage of Zegura's networks is that they are constructed in a generic way not favoring any particular demands, and for that reason they work reasonably well for generic demand matrices such as ours.
Thus, we argue there is no obvious better choice of a model, given that, to claim good optimization results, we cannot convincingly construct a model by hand. However, for the sake of optimization work like ours, we see it as an important challenge to develop a single heavy tail model integrating both IP networks and demand matrices where the IP network is reasonably tuned for the demand matrix. In fact, as argued above, we think that such an integrated approach may give a better understanding of the heavy tails found in IP network, viewing the height degree nodes as strategically positioned hops.
III. FEW WEIGHT CHANGES
In this section, we consider the problem of optimizing, making as few weight changes as possible. We apply our technique for few changes in two scenarios. One is when the weight setting has not previously been optimized, e.g., if the network is so far just run with inverse capacity weights following Cisco's recommendation [11] . The other one, described in Section IV, is in response to problematic changes in demands or topology like critical link failures or emerging hot spots.
A. Technique for Few Changes
We want to make as few weight changes as possible. The local search from [19] and [20] that we used for multiple demand matrices works with a single solution that is iteratively improved by small changes in the current solution. It typically performs a lot of iterations (5000 in our practical experiments) and, therefore, produces a solution completely different from the starting one. This can be seen as a depth-first search in the solution space, but since we want to make as few changes as possible, our approach should rather be a breadth first search.
Our heuristic for improving an input weight setting with as few weight changes as possible works as follows: first we consider about 1000 single weight changes to , corresponding to about five weight changes for each arc in our largest networks. As in [19] and [20] , we limit the number of weight changes considered by applying random sampling to the neighborhood structure, as exploring the full neighborhood is too time consuming. Instead of selecting only the best weight change as in [19] and [20] , we keep the 100 best weight changes in a family of "best weight settings." The process is iterated with instead of : we consider 1000 single weight changes for each weight setting in and a new is selected containing the 100 best of the old weight settings in and the about 100 000 new weight settings considered. After iterations, including the start from , the family consists of weight settings with up to weight changes from . The size of corresponds to the breadth of our search. All the above numbers are just parameters that experimentally were found to give a good compromise between quality of solution and time. For the largest networks considered, 10 iterations took about 1 1/2 hours on a single processor of a 194 MHz CPU SGI Challenge XL. If running time is an issue, one can, for example, reduce the family size or the number of iteration, or even better, buy a better faster computer or parallelize the code.
This technique for few changes has, to our knowledge, not been used before. Its main interest is that it provides a general framework for optimizing with few changes that can be easily adapted for other applications. It has the advantage that if a local search such as our previous heuristic from [20] is available, the main ingredients such as the changes applied to one solution to get a neighbor of it, or the procedures to evaluate a new solution, can be reused in this new framework, saving a lot of implementation work.
B. Experiments With Few Changes
As our base experiment with few changes, we took the inverse-capacity weight setting (InvCapOSPF) as a starting point. A concrete output for running the code for 3-iterations is presented in Fig. 3 .
It tells the user how much improvement can be obtained with one, two, and three changes and which changes to make. Further, it shows more precisely how the loads on the most utilized links change as more changes are applied.
The results of applying our technique are presented in Figs. 4 and 5, with InvCap denoting that we applied changes. DirectOSPF represents a weight setting, involving all weights, optimized with our local search from [20] , and OPT is the solution of the general routing problem, including the possibilities with MPLS. Note that the variations in the right side of Figs. 4 and 5 are due to the fact that the optimization is done using our metric and that max-utilization is computed afterwards.
First, as in [19] , and [20] , we note that all curves start off pretty flat, and then, quite suddenly, start increasing rapidly. This behavior follows our cost function that explodes when the load of a link reaches its capacity [cf. (1) , Fig. 2] .
The most interesting comparison between the different schemes is the amount of demand they can cope with before the network suddenly gets congested in the sense that its normalized cost exceeds one. For the real network, one change gives 10%, three changes gives 25% while ten changes gives 35%. On the synthetic network, one change gives 50%, three changes give 75% while ten changes give 90%. Thus, quite substantial improvements can be obtained with few changes.
The code was also run with on the real AT&T IP backbone with its real weight setting and measured demands. It was found that changing the weight of a single link from 1024 to 1025 improved the max-utilization by 8%. Further details on this are, however, proprietary.
IV. LINK FAILURES AND HOT SPOTS
In this section, we consider the problem of link failures and emerging hot spots. We show that they are not normally problematic. However, there are a few critical cases, but for these, we reestablish good performance with at most three weight changes.
A. Link Failures
For AT&Ts proposed IP backbone, we tried all possible link failures, and computed the routing both with InvCapOSPF, and with a weight setting optimized from before the link failure (DirectOSPF). The results are depicted in Fig. 6 , giving the values, first without link failures, then as average over all link failures, and finally with worst-case link failures. Here, by worst case, we mean the link whose deletion decreases the objective function the most for the given weight setting. This link is, thus, found independently for each weight setting considered.
For average link failures, we see that DirectOSPF performs 25% better than InvCapOSPF, which is still pretty good. However, for worst-case link failures for the proposed AT&T IP backbone in Fig. 6 , we see that our optimized weights do 65% worse than InvCapOSPF. Shortly, we will turn this defeat into victory.
If we remove the worst-case link that caused the biggest problem for weight settings found by our DirectOSPF for the proposed AT&T IP backbone and reoptimize with as few weight changes as possible, as described in the last section, we obtain results depicted in Fig. 7 . Here, OldOSPF denotes our optimized weight setting from before the link failure, and Old denotes the result of optimizing this weight setting with changes. InvCapOSPF, DirectOSPF, and OPT are all based directly on the network without the bad link.
First, observe that OldOSPF comes down and performs as well or better than InvCapOSPF for demands scaled around 11 000 and 19 000. The reason for this is that for the original weight settings generated for these two demand scalings, it was actually a different link that was bad. However, for all the other demand levels, it is the worst possible link we have deleted. This essentially means that our weight setting had some different choices in what links to make critical, and the choice happened to come out differently for two of the scalings. The jumps nearly disappear after just one weight change, which makes us beat InvCap everywhere.
What we now see is that after just one weight change, we do 60% better than InvCap and with three changes we do 160% better, getting within 10% of OPT.
B. New Hot Spots
Our next experiments concern the developments of new hot spots. The essential experiment is to take one router and multiply all incoming demands by a factor of three. This corresponds to multiplying one by three in (2), which again amounts to multiplying all entries in a column of the demand matrix by three. This is likely to give more structural difference than just noise, turning links toward into bottlenecks.
The results of the experiments are depicted in Fig. 8 . As for link failures, the average and the worst performance are obtained over hot-spotting all nodes, one at the time. We do this with the weight settings both from InvCapOSPF and DirectOSPF. We see that DirectOSPF performs 20% better than InvCapOSPF for average hot spots, and 30% better for worst-case hot spots. Without hot spots, DirectOSPF performed 50% better than InvCapOSPF. Thus, we do lose some of our advantage over InvCapOSPF, but our optimized weight setting still provides a clear advantage over InvCapOSPF.
As for link failures, we tried to take the worst possible hot spot (in the sense that it deteriorates the most the objective function), and reestablish good performance. The result is depicted in Fig. 9 . The nice thing is that we only need a single weight change to get back very close to optimum, which is even better than for the worst possible link failure.
V. MULTIPLE DEMAND MATRICES
Our motivation for working with multiple demand matrices is the general experience from AT&T that traffic follows quite regular periods with a peak in the day and in the evening. The network operators do not want to change weights on a regular basis so we want just one weight setting which is good for the whole period. We then collect a peak demand matrix for the day and one for the evening. A weight setting performing good on both performs good on all convex combinations and, hence, it has a good chance of performing well for the whole period.
A. An Impossible Example
In Fig. 10 , it is illustrated that if we have to fix one set of routes for two different demand matrices, this may force us to increase the max-utilization by 50% for one of them. In the example, one demand matrix wants one unit of demand from to and from to while the other wants one unit of demand from to and from to . However, any flow from to has to share a link with either flow from to , or from to . In each situation independently, we can get max-utilization 1, but if we have to fix the routing from to , the best we can do is to split the -flow evenly, getting a max-utilization of 3/2 in both cases. As for the negative examples in [20] , this worst-case example is far from real networks, and we will see that in practice, real networks perform much better.
B. Optimizing for Multiple Demand Matrices
Given a network with several demand matrices , we want to find a single weight setting which works well for all of them. In general, we will use to denote the load on link with network , demand matrix , and weight setting . Similarly for our cost function, we have with as defined in (1) . Now consider a demand matrix dominated by a convex combination of , that is where . Here everything is understood to be entry-wise, so for all , . Since the routing for each source-destination pair is fixed by the weight setting , for each arc , . In particular, it follows that the max-utilization for is no worse that the worst max-utilization for the . Further, since each arc cost function is convex, and, hence, . Thus, our weight setting does no worse for than for the worst of the , neither with respect to our cost function , nor with respect to max-utilization. Note that the same observation holds true with MPLS, as long as the routing for each source-destination pair is fixed.
From [19] , we know that it is -hard even to approximate a good weight setting for a single fixed demand matrix, that is, unless , there cannot be any general method providing guaranteed good results. However, an efficient local search heuristic for the problem is suggested in [19] and [20] that for a given network and demand matrix looks for a weight setting that minimizes .
To optimize simultaneously for several demand matrices , we simply modify the local search heuristic to minimize (3) As in our original motivation for defining , this has the effect of penalizing highly loaded links, this time, for all the demand matrices instead of just one. Our negative theoretical example shows that we cannot in general hope for good results, but we can still hope to do well in practice.
C. Experiments for Multiple Demand Matrices
In [19] and [20] , there was only one demand matrix for each network. Here, we generated a second independent matrix , using the same distribution, and scaled to have the same total demand as . We call this demand matrix a twin of . The difference between and models structural differences in traffic, with a complete change in who are the big senders and receivers, thus modeling, e.g., the difference between day and evening traffic. We also derived a noisy version of that will be discussed later. We compared OPT, InvCapOSPF, and DirectOSPF (obtained with our heuristic from [20] ) against OSPF/IS-IS routings of using weight settings optimized relative to (TwinOSPF) and for and simultaneously (PairOSPF) as in (3) . A symmetric set of experiments were performed with the roles of and interchanged. A good performance of PairOSPF on both and shows that we have successfully found one weight setting that compromised neither demand matrix.
The results of our experiments are presented in Figs. 11-14 with different scalings of the demand matrices.
In the experiments, we see that DirectOSPF allows us to cope with 50%-110% more demand than the InvCapOSPF. Also, DirectOSPF is less than 2% from being able to cope with the same demands as the optimal general routing OPT.
If we look at TwinOSPF, we see that it is often at least as bad, or worse than InvCapOSPF. Nevertheless, PairOSPF does very well, never getting more than 10% worse than DirectOSPF and OPT. In particular, PairOSPF is always doing simultaneously well for both demand matrices it optimizes over.
Put in terms of our day-evening example, this means that if we just optimize relative to a peak demand matrix from the day, we cannot expect to gain anything for the evening. However, if we do simultaneous optimization for a day and evening demand matrix, we can hope do well on both. This combined with our robustness to noise (see Section V-D below) and our automatic benefit for all convex combinations gives us a good chance of dealing well for typical daily periodic changes with a single weight setting.
One may wonder why things work so well in spite of simple negative examples like the one presented in Fig. 10 . A simple explanation comes from the fact that even if a bad example occurs as a subgraph of the network, real networks are usually large enough that we can steer the traffic around such a small bottleneck even with limited control over the routing. Indeed, in our experiments it usually turned out that only a small number of links where overloaded, so our bottlenecks were local, and making just a few good weight changes allowed us to smooth out these local discrepancies.
D. Robustness to Noise
We derived a noisy version of by multiplying each entry by a random number between zero and two. On the average this changes each entry by 50% without changing the expected total demand. The discrepancy between and could represent problems of getting exact measures [17] , or general fluctuations in traffic.
The results of our experiments with noise are also presented in Figs. 11 and 13 , where we compared DirectOSPF against routings of using weight settings optimized relative to (NoiseOSPF). NoiseOSPF is doing quite well, gaining a minimum of 40% over InvCapOSPF. Thus, our weight settings are pretty robust to noise, and this implies that we only need a rough estimate of the demand matrix.
Note that the results obtained with with weights optimized for (TwinOSPF) are much worse than those with (NoiseOSPF), meaning weight settings are more sensitive to structural changes than to noise.
E. Differentiated Service
We now outline how our positive experience with multiple demand matrices could also be applied with differentiated service. Suppose we have two classes of customers: gold customers that were promised a guaranteed bandwidth, and normal customers. We want to ensure that gold customers packets are routed in the first 60% of the capacity of each link. Suppose we can find a weight setting such that we remain below 60% of the capacity if we only send gold customers demands. Then, we can ensure with this weight setting that gold customers packets will be send below 60% of the capacity by giving them the priority over normal customers using weighted fair queuing. Let be the demand matrix describing the bandwidth promised to gold customers. We need to route with max-utilization 3/5. Recall that our objective function is designed to keep max-utilization below one, which is also evident in our experiments with DirectOSPF. To satisfy our gold customers, keeping their max-utilization below 3/5, we can, therefore, optimize with respect to . However, this approach does not take normal customers into account, and could lead to really bad situations for them. To remedy this, let be a demand matrix estimating the total traffic, including the gold customers. We want to provide good best-effort service with respect to , while keeping the objective of getting the gold customers max-utilization below 3/5. This problem has been addressed for MPLS [22] where it is just a multicommodity flow problem.
This leads us to a combined objective function of the form where is a parameter that we can optimize. If is sufficiently high, we only care about the first term, and then we are pretty sure to stay below 60% capacity for gold customers, if at all possible. However, as soon as we have satisfied the gold customers, we better start worrying about best effort service for everybody as in the second term, so the natural optimization is to use the smallest for which the gold customers get satisfied. This smallest can be found by a binary search. The interesting thing here is that our successful experiments with multiple demand matrices indicate that we can satisfy both gold customers and normal customers with OSPF/IS-IS without compromising either.
VI. CONCLUSION
We have presented a system of algorithms for efficient OSPF traffic management in a changing world. As described in Section V, we can optimize efficiently over a few peak demand matrices, say representing day and evening US traffic and international traffic in the night, and thereby produce a weight setting covering all demand matrices dominated by convex combinations of these peaks. The noise tolerance from Section V implies that we do not need to find the absolute peaks, as long as we get within a reasonable neighborhood of them. Further, the results from Section IV indicate that our weight setting is good for new hot spots, and most link failures, so generally, we do not expect to have to change the weight setting.
However, by simulation, we may discover that a few critical link failures can cause problems. For these few links we precompute a few weight changes to be applied in case they fail. Similar proactive strategies can be applied against other predicted changes.
In case the whole structure of the demand matrix evolves to a degree that our weight setting is no longer satisfactory, we expect to reestablish good performance with just a few changes. Here the code from Section III can be used to generally monitor the network, keeping the network operator informed whether he can improve network performance with a few changes. The current running times of one-two hours may be considered too slow for such on-line traffic engineering. However, as is typical for local search, we can always make a less exhaustive search to terminate earlier. Within 10-15 minutes, one often get within 5% of the presented results. Also, there are much faster machines on the market. Anyhow, our system is expected to be most interesting to network operators in cases where real problems are experienced in the network, and where the alternative is to buy new hardware. In such a case, one-two hours of CPU time is cheap.
Besides the above concrete results, we believe that we have set a quite general framework for efficient traffic management, and many of the objectives could be reused within MPLS routing. Particularly this covers the convexity idea.
In combination, our techniques provide an efficient system for OSPF/IS-IS traffic management in a changing world. It is now an integrated part of AT&Ts NetScope/Bravo traffic engineering tool for IP networks [16] .
